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Summary of the Research Activities
My Research activities during the program mainly consist of the Summer School at National Taiwan
University of Science and Technology (NTUST) and the internship at CMC Intellectual Property Firm.

Summer School @ NTUST: NTUST boasts about its leadership as a technology‐focused university in Taiwan.
The summer school provided me both on‐campus lectures on sciences and technologies, as well as field
trips and site visits to some representative innovation‐motivated corporations in Taiwan. I benefited from
learning about new technologies from the researchers at the front line and having face‐to‐face
communications with them. It was not so easy to understand some new sciences and knowledge in a
language other than my mother tongue but I felt encouraged after I made my try. The field trips allowed
me to experience the actual manufacturing lines and the continuous efforts that are being paid to make
modern manufacturing even smarter. It was a valuable experience which would not be available in school.

Lovely Taipei
Memories of local food at the night
market, the night view of the
landmark Taipei 101, or even the
typhoon days that destroyed my
umbrella, have been woven
together representing the lovely city
in my heart. Above all, the city is
lovely to me because of the
Taiwanese students who have spent
the two weeks together with us.
From them I saw the reasons of
vitality and free spirits underlying
this city.

Internship @ CMC IP Firm: CMC is a Taiwanese firm that provides
professional services in Intellectual Property. The internship
provided me with opportunities to communicate with Taiwanese
patent attorneys, and former judge who has ruled cases involving
IP issues. I heard comments and opinions regarding IP systems in
Taiwan from those experienced professionals, who are in
possession of both comprehensive knowledge and practical
experience of the topic. To address to my research for this program,
I researched on the issue of digital content protection in Taiwan on
a case‐study. This study strengthened my understanding of
misconducts such as unlawful accesses, the possible remedies and
also the limitations of laws and rules. I was able to refer to these
understandings during my master degree research, in which proper
means of protection are discussed in consideration of misconducts
of obtaining and using big data without necessary permission.

指導教員講評

このプログラムを経験することにより、
学生自身の知的財産スキルだけでなく、
国際感覚も大いに向上を図ることが出
来たと思います。
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